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Artist’s Statement

Block Topic

Hidden Curriculums & Glass Walls

Why is this issue/topic important to you? 
12 October: When thinking about possible topics for the quilt block, I jotted down: language –

learning – the shape of learning – and about the hidden curriculum(s) students of color, first gen

students, and underprepared students often face when entering college. But, no

images/shapes/colors came to mind for these abstract ideas.

13 October: As I was entering the building early on Wednesday, I found the fifth bird dead from

running into the large glass windows facing south, and an idea for the block began to form from

the idea of birds flying into what they cannot see.

14 October: I took some scratch paper and sketched a dead bird from memory. I was thinking

about how to connect this bird with my larger thoughts about hidden curriculums and the walls

students run into without being aware they are there. We assume they can see many of them,

but they do not—they see their goal on the other side but not the one inch of insulated glass

between. The words “When the glass walls of language reflect the trees” popped into my head.

I distilled it down to: “When the glass wall reflects the trees.” This fits birds and students.

25 October: At home, I have faux orb weaver spider webs on the insides of some windows to

warn off birds. What kinds of things can I do to help students avoid the walls they cannot see

and do not know to look for?

8 December: Finally finished after adding a line of trees in the background and a fallen leaf in

the foreground. I have revised the words to “when glass reflects trees” for the top (above the

trees) and “the damage of what is hidden” to follow the contour of the bird’s back.

What elements of your design convey that importance?

The most important element is the bird as a bird and as a metaphor for students running into

invisible and costly barriers. It is a colorful bird—we can still see the beauty and potential that

has been stopped short. There is nothing to be done about this bird—it is all the others to come

that we need to think about—birds hitting the southern windows and students walking through

the doors at COD.


